
The Two Señoras

what immeasurable
what ache what magnitude

as the ground trembles
rending silence?s

ticking bomb
to shatter

with slaps and spittle
how envious you are

worm of a washerwoman
now decaying

let the crowd witness
the moment of

 a cut deep
it does not matter
dear tragic figure

better seen as smoke
into nothing
of your face

turning away

distance divides us
of shame must be boundless
my voice the epicentre
blank surface
whose only function is
emblazoning the air
I am telling you
curmudgeonly hag
your breath wilts the buds
in a toxic swirl
this spectacle
wounding
to the bone
that you do not matter
to be pitied
about to vanish
which is the ruin
brazenly squalid
and turning away
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Lights and Shadows

Chiaroscuro as a way to impress realism
Day of inertia and ongoing-ness
Details to lend an air of verisimilitude
Difference between chronology and causality
Exposition in a narrative of reversals
Hour stippled with gradations of doubt
Interval between the bud and the flower
Light footsteps heard by a pair of lovers
Polite greetings, throat clearing, sounds to fill the air
Prayers of the faithful in ordinary time
Space hollowed out of the earth and what remains
Stranger on the street, bearing an urgent message
Two sons and their mother, forgotten in the melee 
Vines exhaling a delicate perfume



The Procession

How many lights and how many lanterns
have found their way into becoming
a spectacle? And how many saints and how
many banners are carried aloft

in a march of the faithful? We are here
as adornment so that the night turns into
more than a night, the world ablaze, etched
with arabesque. The dark makes the glint

explicit as our lips mouth the words
to a hymn over and over. We are
habit, synonymous to pattern 
or garment, a vow the body wears

and never questions. We are the amber
flame that wavers, the ripple in a lake,
the bell's insistent clapper. In the season
of ordinary time, we are splendour.



Exegesis

These three pieces are part of a poetic sequence that riffs on José 
Rizal?s Noli Me Tángere, considered by many as The Great Filipino Novel. 
Each chapter of the novel serves as a prompt to a poem in the 
sequence. The idea is not to duplicate the narrative, not to present a 
mirror image of what has already been said. In this project, I am 
interested in various strategies of deconstructing the text? locating 
and giving voice to instances of silence, interrogating Rizal?s authorial 
voice, recasting a chapter into a different vessel. 

?The Two Señoras? employs the twin cinema structure to juxtapose the 
Noli Me Tángere characters of Doña Victorina (a social-climbing native 
who pretends to be a Spanish mestiza) and Doña Consolacion (the 
sadistic Muse/Medusa of the Civil Guards). Written by Rizal as 
caricatures, these characters engage in a battle of insults against each 
other.

In ?Lights and Shadows?, I adopt the index to catalogue snatches of 
narrative details, self-referential fragments, and poetic possibilit ies 
from the eponymous chapter. 

?The Procession? is what it is? ?adornment so that the night turns 
into/more than a night, the world ablaze, etched/with arabesque.?
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